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x e X . Let us call such

subsets

de

termined. Then we can

Trmoru:u. There exists aunique subset LI d A suclr that (a) Ll is R-closecJ, i.e..yx €
(J,xR c u: (b) u is tleterminecland all R-closed subsets of u are determined: (c)

u is the
largest subset of A scttisfl,irlg (a) and (b). This theorent ensures,for anlt relation R, tlrc existence
and uniqueness of ct function g: LI --+ B which sati,trtes Q) on its domain and is tlefinetl on 4
domain U whitlt extends the v,ellfounded pnrt W oJ'R.

Il] R. MoNracun, Well-founded relations'. Generalizcttions oJ'principles o.f induction and
recursion. Bulletin American Mathematical Society, vol. 61, p. 442.
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Routley-Meyer semantics. originally introdtrced for interpreting r:elevance logic, is a highly
malleable semantics capable of rnodelling families of nonclassical logics very different from
each other. Let us now understand the notion of a "natural implication" following
[2]. Then,
there are exactly six natural implicative expansions of Kleene's strong three-valued matrix
with I as the sole designated value.

The aim of this article is to endow each one of the logics characterized by these six
expansions with a Routley*Meyer type ternary relational semantics. There are well-known
logics among those determined by these six expansions. l-ukasiewicz three-valued logic tr 3 is
an example.
Acknotrledgments. Work supported by research project FFI20l4-53919-P, financed by the
Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness.
[1] R. T. Bnepv, R. K. Mnvur, V. Pruluwooo, and R. Rourlry. Relevant Logics and Their
1, Ridgeview Publishing Co., Atascadero, CA. 19g2.
[2] N. Totrlova. A lattice of implictttive extensions of regular Kleends logir:s. Reports on
Mathematical Logic, vol. 47 (2012), pp. t73*182.
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In a Hilbert-style nonlogical axiomatic theory the semantics of logical symbols is rigidly
fixed, while the interpretation of nonlogical symbols usually varies giving rise to different

models of the given theory. All nonlogicirl content of such a theory is comprised in its
nonlogical axioms (e.g.. axioms of ZF) while rules, which generate from these axioms new
theorems, belong to the logical part of the theory (aka underlying logic).
An nlternative approach to axiomatization due to Gentzen amounts to a presentation of
formal calculi in the form of systems of rules without axioms. Gentzen did not try to extend
his approach to nonlogical theories by considering specific nonlogical rules as a replacement
for lonlogical axioms. However the more recent work in Univalent Foundations of Mathematics [2] suggests that the Gentzen-style rule-based approach to formal presentatiol of
theories may have important applications :rlso outside the pure logic.
A reason why one may prefer a rule-based lbrmal representation is that it is more
computer-friendly. This, in particular. motivates the recent work on the constructive
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justification of the Univalence Axiorn via the introduction of new operations on types
and contexts [l]. However this pragmatic argument does not meet the related epistemological worries. What kind of knowledge may represent a theory having the form of a bare
system of rules? Is such a form of a theory appropriate for representing a knowledge of
objective hunan-independent reality? How exactly truth features in rule-based nonlogical
theories?

,e-

\-

Using HoTT as a motivating example I provide some answers to these questions and show
that the Gentzen-style rule-based approach provides a viable alternative to the standard
axiomatic approach not only in logic but also in science more generally.
Ackrumledgment.s. The work is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research,
research grant lo-03-u03o4.
[1] C. ConrN. T. CoqulNo, S. Hunrn, and A. M0nrnnxc, Cubical tvpe tlxeory): A constructive itxterpretatkm of the univalence axiont. arll.iv: 161 1 . 02 108.
[2] The Univalent Foundations Proglam, Homotopy type theory: univalent foundations
of mathematics. Available at https: //homotopytypetheory. org,/book, Institute for Advanced Studv. 2013.
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This talk is an intuoduction to the problems concerning celtain relevant logics and relation

algebras.
[4] has shown how to obtain sound and cornpiete semantics for RM. r.e., the implicational
fragment R -+ of l? with the axiom mingle A -+ (,q -+ A) . He also demonstrated how one
can obtain a sound but not complete interpretation of R by replacing sets with commuting
dense binary relations. But RM does not have a variable-sharing property (ZSf ) wtrictr R
has. A rnodal restriction of RM in case of which the ZSP is preserved was given in [5] together
with the argument that from an intuitive semantical point of view, this modal restriction of
RM is an alternative to Anderson and Belnap's logic of entailment _E ([l]).
[6] has studied a version of positive minimal relevant logic .B and [2] demonstrated
that ,B is fully interpretable in the variety of weakly associative relation algebras which are
not representable. [3] went on to show that ifrepresentability is dropped, one can obtain a
complete interpretation of certain relevant logics in the language of relation

algebras.

We will examine the rrentioned results in order to clarify the connection between certain relation algebras and relevant logics like R and RM and see (i) whether such connection entails full interpretability of relevant logics in terms of relation algebras and

(ii) what are the

consequences

of achieving this interpretability for representability

and

completeness.
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Logic,vol.3 (2010), no. 1. pp.4t*70.
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